
Reliable Power 
for an Unreliable World
Light Commercial Standby Generators 



It doesn’t take much. And the cost is enormous: tens of billions 
of dollars in lost revenue by commercial businesses each year, with 
a median loss for small businesses of $12,500 per day. 

Sources: Lawrence Berkeley Lab, Symantec Corporation.
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Why your business 
needs standby power
Serious power outages are a part of modern life. 
In fact, during the most recent fi ve-year period, these 
outages increased by 58%.

There are lots of reasons:

     �  Increasing demands on an aging power grid 

     �  Severe weather

     �  Human error by utility employees

     �  An errant backhoe on a construction project

     �  Wildlife in a nearby transformer

Source: University of Minnesota study.

Out-of-pocket losses are bad enough. But there are other 
costs that are harder to measure:

     �  Transaction data that was not backed up 

     �  Employees who are unable to work

     �   Perishable goods that quickly turn to garbage 
and must end up in the dumpster

     �  Compromised security systems

     �   Loss of customers to competition

Almost every small business will suffer a potentially costly power outage some day. 
But you can do something to prevent those losses now.
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Why your business needs standby power 
from Cummins Power Generation
Cummins Power Generation is part of Cummins Inc., a global leader 
in reliable power. Here are some of the many things we are proud to power:

     �   Ram® pickup trucks with diesel engines

     �   Close to half of the big rig semi trucks on the road today

     �   The Statue of Liberty and Mount Rushmore

     �   Hospitals, data centers, banks and other large, 
critical facilities across North America

Plus, millions of boats, RVs and commercial mobile vehicles — 
everything from fi re engines to food trucks — use our generators. everything from fi re engines to food trucks — use our generators. 
In other words, Cummins and Cummins Power Generation are 
synonymous with reliable power.

Why your business needs 
standby power from an authorized dealer
Installing a generator is not a DIY project. An authorized dealer Installing a generator is not a DIY project. An authorized dealer 
has the knowledge to provide information and answers to critical has the knowledge to provide information and answers to critical 
questions. The dealer should also be qualifi ed and licensed to handle questions. The dealer should also be qualifi ed and licensed to handle 
the installation, which includes fuel and electrical connections. the installation, which includes fuel and electrical connections. 

An authorized dealer can:

     �   Determine the right size generator for your business

     �   Obtain necessary permits

     �   Install the generator properly in a location that complies 
with applicable codes

     �   Take care of regular preventive maintenance and service calls

     �   Answer your questions and guide you through 
the operation of the generator

Cummins Power Generation offers 
liquid-cooled models from 20–150 kW.



A focus on dependability, innovation and quiet  
All of our generator systems are designed and assembled with care right here in North America, with continuous 
efforts in product research and development. We are at heart an engineering company, and we get excited by making 
things work better through research, development and testing.

Above all, that commitment to innovation and engineering excellence shows in our focus on rugged reliability. 
We use Six Sigma techniques throughout the company to eliminate defects and minimize variability in our 
products and processes.

For example, our new Acoustical Testing Center (ATC) is a state-of-the-art facility that enables us 
to measure precisely the noise output from fully assembled generator sets of all types and sizes. Pinpointing 
the sources of noise helps us design even quieter products.

Of course, you will hear the generator when it’s running if you are near it, but that reassuring hum 
will be your favorite sound when the power goes out.

We designed the fi rst 
generator for RVs, and we 
are still leading the way 
2 million units later.

A legacy of reliability
Our heritage of reliable power goes back a long way.

     �  1919 – Clessie Cummins founded Cummins to make better diesel engines  1919 – Clessie Cummins founded Cummins to make better diesel engines  1919 – Clessie Cummins founded Cummins to make better diesel engines

     �  1920s – David Onan founded Onan Corporation and manufactured the fi rst generators for home use  1920s – David Onan founded Onan Corporation and manufactured the fi rst generators for home use

     �  1929 – Introduced America’s fi rst diesel-powered car

     �   1940s – Supplied engines for heavy-duty trucks and most of the fi eld generators    1940s – Supplied engines for heavy-duty trucks and most of the fi eld generators 
used by Allied forces in World War II

     �   1960s – Developed fi rst generator specifi cally for RVs and introduced a line of automatic 
transfer switches and paralleling switchgear

     �  1980s – Introduced Cummins Turbo Diesel engine for Dodge Ram pickup trucks

     �  1990s – United strengths of Cummins and Onan together under Cummins Power Generation

     �  2000s – Awarded renewed U.S. Army contract for latest generation of military fi eld generators

     �   2010s – Repeatedly recognized as a top company for diversity, best places to work, 
sustainability, fi nancial performance

Bottom line: you can trust us with your business for standby power. And our legendary reliability 
shows up on your income statement with a lower total cost of ownership.



How a standby power system works

Unmatched customer service
There’s one more big reason to choose Cummins Power Generation: our network of authorized dealers 
will make sure that wherever you live, you receive excellent service. Our dealers have the training, knowledge, 
parts and support to provide fi rst-rate customer service before, during and after your installation. 

Because buying a generator is like buying a new car: the product is only as good as the dealer 
who takes care of it for you.  

A.  A line from your LP or natural gas source supplies fuel to the generator. An electrical connection runs to an 
automatic transfer switch (ATS), which is usually installed next to your business’s electrical distribution panel.

C.  The electricity produced by the generator is then distributed from the panel to power the lights, heat, 
POS terminals, coolers, computers and other “loads” that you selected when the system was installed. 

B.  When the ATS detects a loss of utility power, it commands the generator to start up. Then the ATS 
switches your business from the utility to the generator. The generator begins delivering electricity to the 
ATS and the distribution panel. 

D.  When utility power is restored, the ATS switches your business back to the grid and signals 
the generator to shut down. It all happens automatically.

  Ease of installation and servicing 

�    Flexibility to run on either natural gas or propane

�     Stable power output that protects 
your sensitive electronics

Advanced features
Besides reliability and low noise that ensures a quiet, neighbor-friendly Besides reliability and low noise that ensures a quiet, neighbor-friendly 
experience, our advanced systems also feature:

�     Convenient remote monitoring from      Convenient remote monitoring from 
anywhere you have an Internet connection

�    The best warranty in the industry
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Don’t be
powerless.
Take the 
next step.
Meet with your authorized dealer 
for a site evaluation and quote. 
Call 1-800-888-6626.

Or visit 
www.cumminspowerdocs.com/locator 
to fi nd our dealer near you.





power.cummins.com
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